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ALB Collection - WORLD NOVELTY
Camping cookware in desig WOOD              or STONE

This new masterpiece is inspired by our popular product Alpamayo. Its advantage is in its light weight and attractive timeless 
design. It is made of PTFE coated aluminum. Inside there is a thin PTFE layer that protects from burning food on the cookware. 
One of the biggest advantages of this PTFE layer is easy manipulation, maintenance and comfy cooking. PTFE layer is super 
easy to wash - use sponge or small tatter. We offer this bowl in 2 variatons - Wood and Stone. 

ALPAMAYO WOOD / STONE – TWO-PIECE CAMPING COOKWARE

Bowl:  Ø 160 mm, height 54 mm, volume 1,1 L, weight 113 g
Pan/lid:  Ø 176 mm, height 53 mm, volume 1,1 L, weight 150 g
Overall dimensions:  Ø 176 mm, height 98 mm, weight 26 g

Other components:
Bowl and pan/lid
Turned bottom of the bowl for better stability
Folded hands covered with silicone
clothed cover

ALB COLLECTION WOOD & STONE - BOWL

Bowl from our limited edition in iconic „wood & stone“ design. Great for adventures 
or as a present for your business partners.

Volume:  1 L
Weight:  115 grams
Dimensions: Ø190 mm; height: 60 mm 
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We can print all our products with 
your logo. A highly sought-after gift 
for your business partners and for 
the promotion of your company.



Three or two-piece „mess-tin set“ 
for camping, with a pickled-surface treatment. Made of aluminum for use in 
contact with foodstaff. The bowls in this set have foldable wire handles. 

Bowl: Ø 153 mm - 1.25 liter
Bowl:  Ø 133 mm - 0.85 liter
Lid: Ø 158 mm - 0.3 liter
Weight: 2pcs set (Art.N. 610) – 300 grams
Weight: 3pcs set (Art.N. 611) – 450 grams
Overall dimensions: Ø 160 mm; Height: 110 mm
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Three or two-piece „mess-tin set“
for camping, with a high-polished surface on the outside and fine smooth finish 
on the inside. Made of st. steel CrNi18/10.  The bowls in this set have foldable wire 
handles. 

Bowl: Ø 153 mm - 1.25 liter
Bowl: Ø 133 mm - 0.85 liter
Lid: Ø 158 mm - 0.3 liter
Weight:  2pcs set (Art.N. 612) – 560 grams
Weight:  3pcs set (Art.N. 613) – 820 grams
Overall dimensions: Ø 160 mm; Height: 110 mm
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ALPAMAYO – Non-stick aluminum cookware
Made of PTFE coated aluminum. Its outside is furnished with an easy-clean paint. 
On the inside there is a thin PTFE layer that protects cookware from burning food 
on the cookware. The pan and the lid have foldable wire handles for compact 
storage and simple manipulation. Bottoms of the pot and the lid are fine turned 
to provide better stability on a stove. Each set is equipped with a dish-towel, two 
polypropylene cutlery and handy carrier-bag.

Bowl: Ø 180 mm - 1.7 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 175 mm - 0.85 liter
Weight:  517 grams
Overall dimensions: Ø 195 mm; Height: 133 mm
1x dish-towel
2x polypropylene cutlery
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ANNAPURNA – Four-piece camping cookware 
equipped with a grip-handle and carrier-bag. Made of anodized aluminum for use 
in contact with foodstaff. The cookware is protected by an extra hard layer, which 
offers a high resistance against acids contained in food and liquids. It facilitates 
cleaning and extends the overall durability of such treated cookware.  The lid is 
fit for both pots.

Bowl: Ø 180 mm - 2.0 liter
Bowl: Ø 160 mm - 1.5 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 190 mm - 0.85 Iiter
Weight: 476 grams
Overall dimensions: Ø 200 mm; Height: 110 mm
Weight: 476 grams
Carrier-bag, grip-handle
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“EVEREST” Five-piece camping cookware
made of st. steel CrNi18/10, has the same construction and finish as the Art. No. 
655.

Bowl: Ø 190 mm - 2.5 liter
Bowl: Ø 160 mm - 1.5 liter
Bowl: Ø 140 mm - 1.0 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 200 mm - 1.0 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 170 mm - 0.5 liter
Overall dimensions: Ø 205 mm; Height: 110 mm
Weight: 1 260 grams
Carrier-bag
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„K2“ Three piece camping cookware 
made of st. steel CrNi18/10 with polished surface treatment on the outside and 
fine smooth finish surface on the inside. The pots and pans are reinfoced with a 
rolled rim, the pots have a stamped rim on the bottom, which ensures a better 
stability on a stove. The pots and pans have rounded edge for easy cleaning and 
foldable wire handles for compact storage and easy manipulation. Each set is 
equipped with a carrier bag.

Bowl: Ø 190 mm - 2.5 liter
Bowl: Ø 160 mm - 1.5 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 200 mm - 1.0 liter
Overall dimensions: Ø 205 mm; Height: 110 mm
Weight:  865 grams
Carrier-bag
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„MAKALU“ Three piece camping cookware 
made of st. steel CrNi18/10 with polished surface on the outside and fine smooth 
finish surface on the inside. The pots and pans are reinforced by a rolled rim, the 
large pot has a stamped rim on the bottom, which ensures a better stability on a 
stove. The pots and pan have rounded edge for easy cleaning and foldable wire 
handles for compact storage and easy manipulation. Each set is equipped with a 
handy carrier-bag.
 
Bowl: Ø 160 mm - 1.5 liter
Bowl: Ø 140 mm - 1.0 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 170 mm - 0.5 liter
Overall dimensions: Ø 175mm; Height: 100 mm
Weight: 685 grams
Carrier-bag

655

One person cooking set 
 aluminium with anodizing surface treatment.
 The volume is fit for gaz cartridge G 230 grams EN 417 standart and stoves size 
like VAR2 Co. Coleman F1 Lite, Vango Ultralite etc. 

Pot volume: 0.9 liter
Pot volume: 0.45 liter
Overall dimensions: Ø 115 mm; Height: 144 mm
Weight: 210 grams
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Titanium cup
Made of high quality titanium Gr. 1., thickness 0.5 mm. 
The mug is strengthened with the rolled rim (in order to achieve a  stability and 
protection  against deformation). The mug is furnished with a folding wire handle 
(Ti wire), covered with silicone sheeting as a skin-burn protection (max. 250 gr. C).
   
Titanium cup 0.5 liter
Dimensions: Ø 89 mm; Height: 82 mm
Weight: 83 grams

Titanium cup 0.75 liter
Dimensions: Ø 115 mm; Height: 80 mm
Weight: 95 grams
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Titanium plate
Made of high quality titanium Gr. 1., thickness 0.5 mm.
The plate is strengthened with the rolled rim (in order to achieve 
a  stability and protection against deformation).

Titanium plate 17
Dimension: Ø 176 mm; Height: 30 mm
Volume: 0.5 liter
Weight: 72 grams

Titanium plate 20
Dimension: Ø 210 mm; Height: 30 mm
Volume: 0.8 liter
Weight:   100 grams
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Titanium bowl 1.0 litre
Made of high quality titanium Gr. 1., thickness 0.5 mm. 
The bowl is strengthened with the rolled rim (in order to achieve 
a  stability and protection against deformation).

Dimension: Ø 186 mm; Height: 46 mm
Volume: 1.0 liter
Weight: 100 grams
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Titan BASIC - Titanium camping set  
Made of high quality titanium Gr. 1., thickness 0.5 mm. 
The pots and pan/lid are strengthened with the rolled rims (in order to achieve 
a  stability and protection against deformation). The size of bottom radius  is 
adapted for the simple cooking (stirring) and cleaning. The pots have an extruded 
circle (slip resistant) on the bottom, which is designed to fix the pots on the  stove 
burner. The pots and lid are furnished with a folding wire handle (Ti wire), covered 
with silicone sheeting as a skin-burn protection (max. 250 gr. C). The pots have 
volume scale marks determining the volume in litres.
 
The set contens:  
Pot: Ø 190 mm  - 2.5 liter
Pot: Ø 160 mm  - 1.5 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 200 mm  - 1.0 liter
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Total dimension: Ø 205 mm; Height: 110 mm
Weight:  485 grams
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Titan PRO – Titanium camping set 
Made of high quality titanium Gr. 1., thickness 0.5 mm.
The pot and pan/lid are strengthened with the rolled rims (in order to achieve a  
stability and protection  against deformation). The size of bottom radius is adapted 
to the simple cooking (stirring) and cleaning. The bigger pot has an extruded circle 
(slip resistant) on the bottom, which is designed to fix the pot on the  stove burner. 
The pots and lid are furnished with a folding wire handle (Ti wire), covered with 
silicone sheeting as a skin-burn protection (max. 250 gr. C). The pots have volume 
scale marks determining the volume in litres.  
 
The set contens: 
Bowl: Ø 160 mm  - 1.5 liter
Bowl: Ø 140 mm - 1.0 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 170 mm - 0.5 liter
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Stainless steel bowl
Made of 17/0 st. steel. Bowl is reinforced with a roller rim.

Capacity: 1.0 liter
Dimension: Ø 185 mm; Height: 60 mm 
Weight: 175 grams
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ALPAMAYO - Non-stick bowl
Made of PTFE coated aluminum. On the inside there is a thin PTFE layer that 
protects from burning food on the cookware.

Capacity: 1.0 liter
Dimensions: Ø 190 mm; Height: 60 mm
Weight: 115 grams
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Stainless steel mug
Made of 17/0 st. steel. Mug is reinforced with a rolled rim and it has foldable wire 
handles.

Capacity: 0.4 liter
Dimensions: Ø 82 mm; Height: 83 mm 
Weight: 121 grams

953

Total dimension: Ø 175 mm; Height: 100 mm
Weight:  365 grams 



BUSH BUDDY – Stainless steel wood stove
Made of st. steel AISI 430 thicknesses 0.5 and 0.8 mm. As a fuel it is 
possible to use dry wood, grass, solid alcoholol, etc.
The stove can boil one litre of water in about 10 minutes under 
good conditions (protected from wind and rain and with a lid on 
the pot).

Dimensions: Ø 124 mm, Height: 116 mm
Weight: 475 grams
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Universal camping SAMOVAR
- 1.2 or 0.5 litres capacity, made of aluminium.
For outdoor use and fast boiling of water while using natural fuel 
as wood, dry grass etc. The cooking is independent of weather 
conditions (wind, rain). The whistle signalizes that water starts to 
boil. The samovar has foldable handles for compact storage and 
simple manipulation and is equiped with silicone protection against 
burn. Camping samovar boils water within 3-5 minutes when the 
fire is ready and going. The set contains Samovar, wire pot support, 
fire base and carrier bag. The pot is not included.

While using the wire pot support and the pot itself it is possible to 
boil water and warm up the food at the same time.
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SAMOVAR BASIC 0.5 liter
Height: 270 mm
Weight: 520 grams

SAMOVAR PRO 1.2 liter
Height: 340 mm
Weight: 980 grams

chimney

whistle

spout/spigot

water

water chamber

fire

fire base

Pot for boiling or 
warming up meals

Stainless steel 
wire support

foldable handles 
coated with silicone 

against burns 

opening for feeding 
fire/small stoke 

hole
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Alu “camping” - kettle 5 liter 
of capacity with a lid/frying pan. Kettle and pan are made of anodized aluminum 
for use in contact with foodstaff. The cookware is protected by an extra hard 
layer, which offers a high resistance against acids contained in food and liquids. 
It facilitates cleaning and extends the overall durability of such treated cookware. 
The kettle has a st. steel wire handle while the pan has a foldable alu handle for 
easy use. 
 
Kettle: Ø 270 mm – 5.0 liter
Pan/lid: Ø 280 mm – 1.5 liter
Weight:  900 grams
Overall dimensions: Ø 280 mm
Height: 160 mm
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Alu „tea pot“ 1 liter 
with a lid, made of anodized aluminum for use in contact with foodstaff. The 
cookware is protected by an extra hard layer, which offers a high resistance 
against acids contained in food and liquids. It facilitates cleaning and extends the 
overall durability of such treated cookware. 
 
Overall dimensions: Ø 140 mm
Height: 105 mm
Weight: 230 grams  
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Aluminium bowl 
with a rolled rim and pickled-surface treatment. Made of aluminum for use in 
contact with foodstaff.
Capacity: 1.0 liter
Dimensions: 180 mm, Height: 60 mm
Weight: 170 grams

Aluminium deep plate
with a rolled rim and pickled-surface treatment.Made of aluminum for use in 
contact with foodstaff.
Capacity: 0.85 liter
Dimensions: Ø 240 mm; Height: 33 mm
Weight: 170 grams
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Aluminium cup
with a rolled rim and pickled-surface treatment. Made of aluminum for use in 
contact with foodstaff.

Capacity: 0.4 liter
Dimensions: Ø 80 mm
Height: 80 mm
Weight: 60 grams
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Manufacturer: ALB Forming, spol. s r. o., 403 38 Telnice, Czech Republic
phone: +420 475 223 923, fax: +420 475 224 175, e-mail: alb@alb.cz
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